
WHAT IT IS:

This activity connects you to visual arts, produced by local artists in our

community. To inspire (self) reflection, it fuses two seemingly separate activities -

such as meditation and a simple critical response exercise, into one holistic

approach to wellness in ten simple steps.

Meditation at its core, is the process of focusing one’s mind or thinking deeply for a

period of time. According to Everyday Healthy (May, 2019), “In our modern, hectic world,

meditation has gained traction in recent years as a way to manage stress.” They go on to

note that scientific evidence shows meditation can be a helpful practice in fighting

chronic pain and illnesses, depression and heart disease.

The “Artful Mind” activity is intended to help you explore art - focusing your attention on

a particular image, while connecting to the benefits of meditation through a mindful

breathing exercise.
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THE ARTFUL MIND 
A Visual Meditation

Kathy Braud, Little Falls, MN

Irises (2003, Res. 2020) Watercolor/ Watercolor Crayon ($400 each, 11 x 30”, unframmed)
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Kathy Braud (Little Falls, MN)

#103051

Watercolor/ Watercolor Crayons

2003, Res. 6/2020

This cheerful painting has bright

blue divisions of color going up

the image. The colorful Iris

flowers are outlined in blue

watercolor crayons also. Black

pigment peek holes is the

selected color to push back the

sense of a background. Many

leaves of various colors are

outlined in orange and blues.

Warm orange-golds and pinks in

the flowers add so much color to

be enjoyed.

SELECT IMAGE:
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Kathy Braud (Little Falls, MN)

#103052 

Watercolor/ Watercolor Crayons 

2003, Res. 6/2020

This cheerful painting has bright

blue and purple leaves of color

going up the image. Note the

colorful Iris flowers that are

outlined in blue watercolor

crayons also. Black pigment is

the selected color to push back

the background and give depth

to this floral grouping. The leaves

of various greens are outlined in

green. Other leaves of warm

orange-golds also continue up

the painting. Three iris flower

blooms are in shades of red, one

is blue and all add much color to

enjoy.
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Kathy Braud (Little Falls, MN)

#103025

Watercolor/ Watercolor Crayons

2003, Res. 6/2020

This painting has bright blue

divisions of space going up the

image. The Iris flowers are

outlined in blue watercolor

crayons also. Another color note

is a light orange watercolor

crayon edging to the leaves - so

to catch your eye and is repeated

throughout.

The colors are shades of pinks,

maroon, variations of green

&amp; blues, petals transformed

into yellow&amp; tan and dark

blacks are included as

background shapes.



Repeat this process for both the middle and then the bottom of the

image.

On one of your inhaled breaths, ask yourself each of the following

Is there a specific area of the artwork that draws your attention to

What do you notice about the artwork (color, shapes, specific details

As you refocus, look at the image again in its entirety – how does it

Is there a specific location in your body you notice a shift as you

What does this image remind you of?

What question(s) does the image raise in your mind (I wonder...)?

4) As you begin to focus your intention on the selected image; consider

starting in the upper-left corner – working your way (right) across the top

of the artwork as if you were reading (15 -30 seconds).

5) Inhale deeply; and then on the exhale, notice where your eyes initially rest

on the artwork.

questions (30 second – 1 minute):

(or back to)?

that call your attention)?

6) After 30 seconds (to one minute), inhale deeply and then exhale slowly.

make you feel (use descriptive words)?

focus your intension on the image and question?

7) After 30 seconds (to one minute), inhale deeply and then exhale slowly.
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INSTRUCTIONS:

Repeat two additional times (there is magic in threes :)

1) Focus on one of the images provided on page 3. Feel free to enlarge the page while

you meditate.

2) Find a comfortable place for the five (or more) minutes it will take you to walk

through this meditation activity.

The next steps have a suggested length of reflection time. However you are

encouraged to set your own pace and go where your thoughts or intentions take you.

Release yourself from judgement - there is no right or wrong length of time, thought,

or feelings.

3) Begin by taking a deep breath; let it out slowly. As you release the breath, allow your

body to fully relax.



Kathy Braud is a Little Falls visual artist who has been involved in GRA for

the last 25 years. Her preferred medium includes watercolor and mixed

media; however, she also belongs to other art groups where she enjoys

pushing her interests and abilities. Braud is a part of the GRA’s Visual Arts

Committee, the Red River Watercolor Society, as well as the Northstar

Watermedia Society. The paintings above are all florals, compatible in

color and size but each has been completed in a different matter.

A special thank you to participating members of GRA’s Visual Arts

Committee (VAC). As the organization’s longest standing committee, it is

graciously led by Central Minnesota artists and patrons, who dedicate

their time to support visual arts and related activities that engage visitors,

art enthusiasts and patrons in each of our four curated galleries.

As a participant, these images are intended to serve as a medium to

support your overall wellbeing through an art based meditation exercise.

Images are owned by the artists and are not intended for reproduction

without written consent. Should you be interested in purchasing the

original artwork or a print (if available), please contact our offices at

info@greatart.org – noting the title of the piece.

ABOUT THE ARTIST:

A SPECIAL THANKS:
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What does it help you understand/what does it mean to you (your

Do you see the artwork differently or the same as you began

Allow yourself to release what you thought about the image

before you started; making room to see the image as you do afte

the exercise.

8) Allow your vision to rest on the image as a whole again. Inhale deeply

and then exhale slowly.

take away)?

9) After 30 seconds (to a minute), inhale deeply and then exhale slowly;

Feel your breath as your exhale slowly. And begin to take in the

room/space around you.

10) Take a final deep breath and exhale...to continue with your day

thoughtfully and relaxed.

INSTRUCTIONS CONTINUED . .


